Southampton, England

Why Azamara.
We believe in connecting people to people, people
with cultures and people with themselves, by
bringing you closer to new experiences that help
form who you are and give you a fresh perspective
of life.
We do this through our Destination Immersion®
experiences, the philosophy behind every Azamara®
voyage. Our ships are boutique hotels at sea that can
accommodate approximately 700 guests. They are
perfectly sized to cross oceans, sail into intimate
rivers, cruise along scenic waterways, and dock at
locations larger ships can't access. Our ﬂeet consists
of a family of sister ships - Azamara Quest®, Azamara
Journey®, Azamara Pursuit®, and our newest
addition, Azamara OnwardSM.
With Azamara®, you’ll ﬁnd so many ways to immerse
yourself with plenty of time to absorb it all. Our
carefully curated immersive itineraries feature longer
stays, more overnights, and unique night touring,
allowing you to experience more of the history, arts,
cuisine, and local customs that make each
destination memorable.
Sometimes, visiting a few ports within a country is
not enough. That’s why we have pioneered the
concept of Country-IntensiveSM Voyages —
itineraries that include the most iconic destinations
as well as hidden gems, all within a single country.
Our itineraries do not stop at the shoreline. You can
enjoy the opportunity to take your exploration to
new heights with a variety of immersive land
explorations and locally-inspired shore excursions
that deliver personalized and authentic experiences.
Each opportunity provides a unique look into the
culture and heritage of your destination.

To further immerse you in local experiences, our
voyages include a complimentary Destination
CelebrationSM, the adaptation of our bespoke
AzAmazing Evenings® for our current sailings. Get an
authentic glimpse of the sights, sounds, and moves
of your destination without having to step away from
the comfort of our intimate ships.
Our global guests come to us for the destinations we
visit and the cultural connections we make, but they
return to Azamara® for the unforgettable hospitality.
From the international crew members who smile
with genuine warmth to our expert-trained staff
delivering advanced screening protocols, enhanced
sanitization measures, and medical services, you’ll
always feel taken care of.
Whether you’re ashore or onboard, our
commitment to community consciousness and
personal wellness will deliver the peace-of-mind
and safety you need when it comes to traveling.
Plus, with our host of inclusive amenities such as
beverages, paid gratuities, concierge services, selfservice laundry and more, everything you could
ever want is within reach.
Azamara® welcomes you to uncover all seven
continents and discover a world within the world.
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